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AB STRACT
This study is an inve s tigati on of the commonly
accepted idea th at e x t raverted individuals are impulsive , car efree people while introverts are more cautious,
more per si stent , and more refle ctive.
The s ubj ects were 48 student volunteers f rom psychology classes at Austin Peay State University.

Subjects

were classified as introverts or extraverts on the basis
of their extraversion scores on Cattell's Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire.

They were then administered

26 ~terns from Cattell's Culture Fair Intelligence Test.
A record was made oE the response time and response.
accuracy for. each of the 26 items •.
The results showed practically identical accuracy
scores for the two groups.

When response time was

analyzed, extraverts and introverts took approximately
the same amount of time to res·pond when they responded
correctly; however, when responding incorrectly, the
extraverts took significantly longer to respond than
did the introverts.
Thi s study suggests the need for further investigation into personality variables and response patterns.
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MSTHOD

,

Personality study has gone through three phases~

a

few thousand years of acute literary observation, a
c entury or so of deeper but still nonexperimental
and rarely quantitative clinical observation; and
roughly in the last 50 years, a phase of truly experimental research.

Raymond B.. Cattell
Preface, Handbook of
Modern Personality
'l'heory

CHAPTE:R I
I NT R ODUCTION

At tempts t o explain behavior are perhaps as old as
man himself.

Hippocrates attributed human be havior to

" humors" within the body which determined whether a person was sociable or withdrawn, ener getic or moody, passive or excitable.

This idea~ that something within the

i ndividual determines his temperament, his outlook on the
world around him, and indeed his uniqueness as a person,
is t he basis of many personality theories.
As long as man has written about human nature, he
has included a descriptive dimension concerning the
degree to which a person avoids social interaction and
prefers solitude in contrast to t he individual who
actively seeks and enjoys social. interaction.

This con-

ce pt 0£ the quiet, retiring,. thoughtful person and the
s ociab le, gregarious fun-lover has existed across centuries of human history and across cultural lines to
th e point t hat introversion-extraversion is accepted
re ad i l y by laymen as a t rue means of personality classif i ca tion.
The te r ms "extraversion" and "introversion" were
-h olog; cal l i terature by Jung in his
introduced in Ps yc
•
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Ps yc hologica l Types. (1924) , but the distinction connot ed
by

the te r ms had been made previously by other write rs.

Ex.tra ve rsion r efers. to the kind of outward orientation
whi ch makes a person highly aware of what is going on
around him. and causes him to direct his energy and
though ts toward objects. and people outside himself.

On

th e other hand, introversion is the inward-turning tendency which makes a person sensitive to his own feelings
and experiences and causes him to direct his efforts
toward understanding them (Tyler, 1965, pp. 16 7-70). Jung
did not see extraversion and introversion as mutually
exclusive categories, but as an orientation toward li£e,
a point misunderstood by some of his critics.
Such typological concepts as extraversion-introversion, cognitive styles, constitutional. types, and interest
pa tterns all played a significant part in the research
on human differences in the 1960's.

One of the major

theorists emerging in that decade was H. J. Eysenck whos.e
research in the field of extraversion-introversion has
continued until the present.

Eysenck's work has, in some

respects, affirmed Jung's categorization of internally
and externally oriented people.

Nevertheless, neither
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Eysenck 's c oncept of extravers ion-i nt rove rs io n nor his
appr oach to the t opi c ar e i dentical t o Jung's.

Eysenc k ' s

dichotomus typ ol ogy labeled introvers i on-ext raversion i s
construc t e d of a number of objective variables in combination .

Intr oversion and extraversion represent behavi or

patter ns based on ps ychophysiological activities and
f unc tions.

Eysenck and his associates have spent over

30 ye ars in observing, measuring, and analyzing these
beh av ior patterns and in attempting to find physiologic al explanations for them.

Those 30 years have seen a

s h ift in Eysenck's work away from the more general, descriptive outlines of his Biological Basis of Personality
(1967) t oward the sharper, more empirical, more specific

f ocus of his experiments in salivary response, pairedassociates learning, and response patterns as they relate
to int roversion-extraversion.
Ty pically an extravert (high E scorer) tends to be
outgoing, impulsive, uninhibited, carefree, easygoing,
and frequently takes part in group activities.
· 1 c ontacts •
c ommonly has many socia

He

He is optimistic,

likes to keep moving, and tends to be aggressive.

Since

his f e elings are not a lways under tight control, he
loses his temper easily and is not always reliable.
·

c ontrast, an introver t is

In

a person who tends to be quiet,

iring, and fond of books instead of
intr ospec tive, ret
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~ec pl e .

ne is r e s erv e· , .,~ ee ps his di stanc e s oc ia lly ,

keep s his f e e ir.ss under close c o~ trol , and s eldom behaves
agg ressi ve ly or lose s his temper.

He plans ahead, is not

i m~ulsive , and take s life seri ously .

He is reliable and

pl aces great value on ethical standards (Ey senck and
::=y senc k , 1969).
Eysenck tried to explain these ~ehavioral differences
in physiolog ical terms by falling back on Teplov's studies
in nervous system functioning ( Nebylitsyn and Gray, 1972).
Teplov' s idea of

n

strong" and "weak't nervous systems

became 2ysenck's basis for explaining excitatory and inhibitory tendencies in the central nervous system which,
in turn, account for the differences in introverted and

extraverted behavior.

According to Eysenck, introverts

manifest a relatively strong excitatory central nervous
system and weak inhibitory tendencies while in extraverts
thi s pattern is reversed.

Introverts are, therefore, more

highly aroused than extraverts; they need less stimulation
to reach maximum excitation and experience as aversive
lower levels of stimulation than do extraverts (1967a).
Th is diff erential in cortical arousal explains t he higher
ac tivity level, greater sociability, and more impulsive
behavior in terms of t he extravert's need for stronger
stimulati on.
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Sinc e t h e i ntrover t, in ~ysenck' s opinion , is nor ma ll y mor e hi gh l y aroused, he will not seek out ne w
s t L~ulation but will instead persevere longer at a given
t ask .

Intr ove rt s are thus easier to condition, find

repetitive tasks more enjoyable, retain learned mater i al
f or a longer period of time, and are more difficul t tc,
i nhibit .

Introverts are also more socialized and less

impu lsive than their extraverted counterparts (Eysenck,
19 76b).

In his earlier work, especially The Biological Basis
of Personality, Eysenck emphasized the role of reactive
i nhibition and habituation in introverted and extraverted
behavior patterns.

Rapid habituation, one of the char-

acteristics of the extravert's neural functioning, would
lead to a habit of rapidly shifting attention, while slow
hab i t uation would mean longer concentration on a novel
st imulus, the task persis.tence of t he introvert.
Eysenck defines excitation as the cortical process
of an "unknown character which facilitates learning, conditioning, memory, perception, discrimination, thinking,
and mental processes generally'r (1967, P• 75) •

The cere-

bral cortex serves to restrain lower brain structures;
t herefore, an increase in cortical excitation would
·
result in be h avior
s hewing decreased excitability and
on the other hand, inhibition
incr e ased inhibiti on.
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of cortica l activity would decrease t he control of lower
c e nte r s and would manife st itself beh a~iorally in
incr e ased excitability and decreased i nhibition.
By 1.9 70 when The Structure of Human Personality was
pub lished , Eysenck had lessened t he emphasis on the role
of excitation and reactive inhibition in his t heory.
I nstead he proposed that the ascending reticular activating s y stem u\RAS) is responsible for introversionextraversion by controlling the activation levels of
certain nuclei within the brain stem and midbrain.

Cor-

ti cal arousal. mediated by the ARAS is higher for introverts th.an for extraverts.

Extraverts, with their lower

level of ar ousal, would show greater tendencies to habituation7, would quickly get used to new stimuli, would
respond less and less, would exhibit boredom and disinte rest, and would be motivated to search for new stimulation.

For example, in discussing reactions observed

in an experiment involving the viewing of pornographic
movies, Eysenck writes, "extraverts are genetically
predisposed to seek strong stimuli, to be less likely
to b e inhibited from searching for••• strong a nd
novel s timull by social. taboos'" ( 19 76b l.
·
b e teen
"arousal" and
2.ysenck makes a distinction
w
11

activation •."

In fact' he uses the terms "cortical

I. " and "limbic/autonomic
arousal" "reticular arousa,

'
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activ ation"
constr:- uct s.

t o r ep r e sent three separate, yet interrela ted
90

th reticular arousal and limbic/autonomic

ac tivation lead to cort1.·cal arousal ..

Reticular arousal

r e lates to and sustains the normal range of activity
r e~uired for day-to-day functioning of the individual.
I t is mediated by· the ARAS.

Limbic/autonomic activation

is de pendent on systems in the brain related to the emot ions and is intimately involved in the functioning of
the autonomic nervous system~

Since the cortex, the re-

ticular sys.tern, and the limbic system are interc.onnected,
cortical arousal may result from either reticular arousal
or f rom limbic/autonomic activation.

Reticular arousal

leads to cortical arousal but not necessarily to limbic/
autonomic activation.

Nevertheless, limbic/autonomic ac-

tivation will lead necessarily to both reticular and cortical arousal.

Extraversion-introversion is a function

of reticular (and cortical) arousal.

Since it is postu-

lated that the reticular system of introverted persons is
more aroused than that of extraverted persons, then introve rts would also be more aroused cortically (Gale, 1973).
Eysenc k.. h as been Cr iticized for presenting physiological e xplanations for behavior when scientific studies
·
the existence of the struchave not bee n able to confirm
t ure s or of t he phy siologica 1 functioning on which much of
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his theory is b ased.

Kl"
(
.1.ne 1 97 3) has accused him of

e ngaging i n " f ull-blooded neurophysiologizing" in an
attempt to give scientit1.·c explanat1.·ons

for behaviors

ob s e rv e d in the laboratory.
Although staunchly defending his terminology and
meth odology, Eysenck has admitted that his reactive inhibiti on hypothesis has been shown to be wrong.

However~

he cautions, against considering an entire theory a failure
wh en it is only a supporting hypothesis. that has fa.iled
to hold up under newly developed research procedures in
st udy ing central. nervous system structures. and funct ioning (1976a).
In recent years Eysenck has become less dogmatic in
his statements.

He stil1 stresses arousal levels as the

differentiating factor between extraverts and introvertsp
but admits that his physiological explanations. may be
affected by new research findings in the fields of anatomy and physiology.

In The Measurement of Personality

he reiterates his belief that differential arousal levels
account for introverted and extraverted behavior.

Still

he has moderated his stance on the ARAS as the facilitator of this process;: he now states that while the
some extent, other as
P~AS is probably responsi"bl e ~a
~
ye t undefined structures may be more crucial (p. 45) •
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Ne ver theles s, 30 ye ars

Of

study have l eft him more con-

vinced th a n ever th at patterns of behavior are biological l y ba sed a nd are determined to a great extent by genetic c auses •.
Thi s does not imply any disrespect for, or disregard
of ' environmental and social
•
factors; these are obviously important for biosocial organisms.

What is

suggested~ rather, is that invariance is more likely
t o be found in behaviour largely determined by biosocial causes, including genetic ones (p. xi).
In Eysenck's personality theory extraversion-introversi on

(E:}

is. a higher-order factor. based on the inter-

action of several primary factors.

Sociability, impul-

siveness, activity, optimism, liveliness, and excitabili t y are all &-related primaries which are subject to empirical investigation.
E:

However, an attempt to describe

merely in terms of correlated tra-its overlooks what

may be the most important variable of all:

the inter-

ac tion between these primary factors which comprise the
hig her-order E.

Eysenck's. research has dealt with

.1-ors almost exclusively since he conhigher-order fac ~
• mportance and relevance
~ide rs them. to b e of greater J.
than the pr imaries.

Even so, in recent years he has

focused muc h of his laboratory investigation on two of
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the primaries, namel

·
Y impulsiveness and sociability, which
he be lieves are closel Y connected (Eysenck and Eysenck,
1969) and which corre 1 a t e highly with the measurement of
E

(Eaves and Eysenck, 1975).
Other researchers have also approached typology from

an ernpiricaL point of view.

McQuitty (1957) developed a

method called "agreement analysis" which groups persons
into similar categories according to the number of attributes they possess 1.·n common.

Every person in a type

would have more traits in common with any other person
in that type than he would with anyone not in that type.
Cattell (1957) developed a technique of factoring a
number of measures of an individual and then clustering
persons into types having similar factor structures. He
states that classificatory types must first be discovered
by objective, non-arbitrary procedures, by measuring subject profiles on a multidimensional instrument and applying a pattern-similarity coefficient to the resulting
factors to create natural groupings (1973).

Utilizing

this rnethodi Cattell identified L31 clusters of ratings,
reduced them to so. nuclear clusters, and then arranged
those to identify 20 relatively independent traits. to
cover the external aspects of personality.

These include

oader, more complex secondary factors.
16 primary and 4 br
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Of these se c ondaries

one d .
t d
,
esigna e QI (wcvi a-vs.-Invia)
c orr e s ponds t o 2ysenck's concept
of ext rave rsion-introve rsion. 2
XVia-vs.-Invia is a source trait statistically
derived from primary factors with appreciable hereditary
contribution.

It is the product of the interaction of

five primary factors:

sizothymia (reserved) and affecto-

thymia (outgoing}, threctia (shy) and parmia (venturesome) , desurgency (sober) and surgency (happy-go-lucky),
gro up adherence and self sufficiency, and, finally, submissiveness and dominance (Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka,
1970).

Cattell's approach has been to design a self-

report questionnaire to reveal these primary- and secondary-level personality factors, and then to do multiple
correlational analyses within the framework of his test,
the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire.
Cattell's test~ commonly referred to as the 16PF,
and Ey senck's extraversion scales (formerly the Maudsley
Personality Inventory, revised and renamed the Eysenck
?ersonality Inventory) ar e the most frequently used tests
to measure. extraversion-introversion.
tests do exist.

However, other

The MMPI gives an extraversion measure-

me nt on one of its scales~

The Edwards Personal Prefer-

Thurstone Temperament Schedule, the
ence Sc hedule, the
.emperament survey' and even the
Guilford-Zimmerman T
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Rorschach have been u d b
·
· se
Y some experimenters to classif y s ubje cts along th
t
e ex raversion-introversion continuum .
Other researchers have also studied introversionextraversion from a behavioral standpoint in an attempt
t o determine and account for response and cognitive
differences b~tween introverts and e~traverts. For example~ it has been. demonstrated with EEG studies that extraverts have a higher resting rate of cortical arousal
than introverts (Gale, 1973) and that administration of
CNS

depressants may have differentia·l effec.ts in seda-

tion across the two groups (Sloane, Davidson, and Payne,
1965).

As a cortical arousal theory would predict,

extraverts have less tolerance for isolation (Francis.,
1969) and tend to exhibit "stimulus hungerR (Gale, 1969).

That is, extraverts in experimental situations have
shown a greater tendency to seek out additional stimulation while introverts prefer less stimulation.

This

difference in orientation toward external stimuli has
been demonstrate d J.·n a number of sensory modes.
verts prefer more

C

Extra-

omplex:. geometric shapes (Bartol and

Martin, 1974) and c h oose bright
· primary colors as opposed
and Go~t z, 1975)
· • Extraverts
t o more muted co 1 ors (Getz
·
efer the presence of extraneous
have been shown to Pr
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auditor y st i muli wh ile engaged in a performanc e task ;
th
e reverse is t r ue f or introverts (SteJ.mack and Campbell,
19 74 ) .
Introverts have shown a h1.'gher average pupillary
r e sponse to emotionally laden words presented auditorily,
again sugge sting a higher level of initial cortical arousal (S telmack and Mandelzys, 1975).

Along those same

lines, introverts display more salivation to a lemon
juice stimulus (Eysenck and Eysenck,,. 1967).

Also, when

presented with a light-tracking task, extraverts tend to
e~ploy the more stimulus-salient velocity cues, while
introverts prefer to employ position-prediction cues
(Frith, 1971).

Extraverts also indulge more in imaging

to elevate arousal levels (Horris and Gale, 1974).
&vidence for the effect of differential cortical
arousal can be seen in learning and memory experiments
with extraverts and introverts.

Extraverts. have faster

retrieval of verbal. items because higher arousal in introverts inhibits retrieval of less accessible items (M. W.
Ey senck, 1975}.

on the other hand, high arousal facili-

t a t es long-term memory of verbal items via consolidation.
Nevertheless, h.ig h arousal inhibits retrieval while conT

solidation procee d s ( •Howarth and Sysenck, 1968). This
.
th en probably accoun t s for the greater fluency of
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extraverts, since lower arousal promotes short-term
retrieval, which is in turn related t o fl uency ( Di· Scipio,
· ·
1971).

However, introverts tend to recheck learned mate-

r ia l in the course of a learning task (Cameron and Myers,
1966) wh ich may, in itself, inhibit retrieval.
It has been shown that introverts are more easily
verbally conditioned, but this may depend on the nat.ure
of the feedback obtained during the learning experience
(Gupta, 1971}.

For instance, negative feedback on task

performance creates higher anxiety (suggestive. again o£
higher arousal} in introverts, while extraverts do not
evidence this effect.

In the same study neutral- and

no-feedback conditions created no significant differences.

Strangely though, the effects of incentives may

have an effect, an effect that seems to be related to
the time of day that a task is performed.

Under condi-

tions of no incentive, introverts perform better in the
morning, while extraverts perform better in the afternoon and evening hours.

When incentives are offered,

performance J.·n the morning is comparable across the two
verts' performance in the evening falls
groups; the extra
.
.
vailable (Blake and Corcoran,
off when an incentive 15 a
19 72).
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Ty pe s of errors may also be related to arousal~ and
t h us t o extraversion.
It has been found that errors of
c ommi ssion are more often
made by extraverts in a lowar ousal state. These errors may bed
• . 1 ance
ue t o 1 ow vigi
(Krupski, Raskin, and Bakan, 1971).
Experiments have shown that decrements in task perf ormance across time may likewise be related to introversion-extraversion.

Introverts, being mor~ vigilant, tend

to persevere on series and vigilance tasks and do not
exhibit the decrease in performance across time that
ex tr averts do (Keister and McLaughlin,. 19 72).

It has

also been suggested that the greater impulsivity of
extraverts may account for this effect to some extent
(Thackray, Jones, and Touchstone, 1974).

In terms of

stimulus value, extraverts have been observed to evidence performance decrement across time when the task
in which they are involved is of low stimulus value
(Brebner and Cooper, 1974).

To extend the stimulus

value effect, extraverts have been shown to learn verbal
i tems more quickly on. more difficult tasks (Allsopp and
Eysenck, 1975 ) andare

more successful in performing

under dis.tr acting conditions (Howarth,. 1969 l.

In regards

. s relatively better performance has
t o verbal items, th1.
· n tests of stimulus interference. Extrabe en ob served l.
'kely to become distracted by
verts ar e no t as. 11.
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unassocia te d Cmism t h d )
a ce
ve r ba l items and can thus r emember them better t han introve rts
can; introverts rely on
stimulus a s sociation f or recall to
a gr ea ter degree
71
(Bone , L9 ) • Hypothetically, the lack of as s ociation
between unr elated verbal items may represent a distraction fo r i ntroverts.
From these studies it would appear that differential
cortical arousal levels in introverts and extraverts produce measurable behavioral differences in the laboratory.
Keeping these fi ndings in mind, one would expect
extraverts to opt for speed over accuracy and to be less
cautious and to commit more errors than their introverted
counterparts.

They would also be expected to exhibit

faster retrieval speed and to respond more quickly than
introverts on recall tasks.

All in all, this emphasis

on response speed on the part of extraverts gives rise to
th e conclusion that extrave.rts are more impulsive than
introverts.

It is to that topic which we now turn our

attention.
One of the terms most often used to describe extra.
verts i s that they are impulsive.

Impulsivity is one of

th e primary factors contributing to the higher-order concept of extraversion
2ysenck and Cattell.

l.·n

the personality theories of both

In several of the experiments
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discusse d e arlier

·
1 · •
' impu sivity was credited with the

response differential between introverted and extraverted
subjects (e.g ., Krupski et al., 1971; Thackray et al.,
19 74 ).

Let us. th

en consider what irnpulsivity is, how it
i s measured and studied
' and what contribution it makes
to extraversion.
Reflection-impulsivity is defined as the tendency to
reflect on the validity of problem solving under the condition that several possible alternatives are available
and there is some uncertainty as to which alternative is
the most appropriate response.

When forced to choose

from among several. plausible alternatives, subjects who
respond

quickly often err, whereas those who take longer

to consider response alternatives are more often correct
(Messer, 1976).

The firs.t group is labeled "impulsive,"

the second "reflective."

Commonly impulsivity studies

involve the analysis of response time and number of

errors;. however, in some cases only response time is considered with the underlying assumption that longer
res ponse times necessarily indicate fewer errors.
iments

Exper-

.
reveal two other response groups
also some t imes

which are termed "fast accurates" and sslow inaccurates."
e ordinarily omitted from data
These two gr oups ar
but in some studies they are
analysis altogether,
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classified acc or di ng to
accur acy .

.
r es ponse time without regard to
There is littl · t
e in er-study consistency on

t his point .
Var i ous hypotheses have been offered to account for
th e r ef l ective-impulsive differential.

One explanation

ties reflection-impulsivity to the evaluation process.
The impulsive subject responds quickly and often. erroneously because he is either not evaluating his comprehension of the problem, or he is not performing rechecks,
or he is not considering the plausibility of his response.
Kagan, Pearson, and Welch (1966) have reported a d·e crease
in impulsivity after requiring subjects to wait for a
predetermined period of time before responding and to
verbalize the reasons for their choice of response.
Another hypothesi$ considers impulsivity a result
of distractibility and l.ow attention level.

Kag.an, Ros-

man, Day, Albert, and Phillips C.1964) found that impul.sive children are significantly more distractible and
less attentive than non-impulsive children.
Cognitive Style a lso differs in reflective and
Reflectives more often display
impulsive subjects.
·1 impulsives more often rely on
analytic thinking wh i e
h n solving problems. (Kagan, 1965).
rel.ational. concepts we
·ntormation before making a
Refl ectives gather more 1

decision and gather information

more systematically
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than

do impulsives (Messer, 1976).
E.ven so, it is interesting to note that Young <1973)
fo und no significant correlation between reflectioni mpulsivity and short-term memory, habituation of response, or introversion-extraversion.

However, the ex-

periment er grouped his subiects in such a manner that
several of the so-called impulsive subjects may actually
have been reflectives.

Therefore, a direct refutation

of Eysenck's hypothesized relationship between impulsivity and ex.traversion did not materialize.

It is. with

this relationship between introversion-extraversion on
one hand and re£lection-impulsivity on the other that
the pres.e nt study is concerned.
I£, as Eysenck postulated, impulsivity is a primary

factor of extraversion, then extraverts would be expected

to act more impulsively (i.e., shorter response time,
lower accuracy) when presen t e d

W

ith a task in an experi-

· · ·
the environmental
ment al setting structured to minimize

.
. te ra ct with the inherent responsevariables which
in
. ex. traverts and introverts.
f unctioning differences in
The purpose of this st udy is to examine the difference
· ntroverts and extraverts on
in response times between i
·ne what correlation (if
a non-verbal task a nd to exami
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any) exist s between r e sponse time and accuracy on any
give n item across th e two groups.

Based on ~ysenck's

the or y of personalit y, it is hypothesized that extrav e rted sub j ects will respond more rapidly and make more
incorrect responses than do introverted subjects on the
s ame non-v erbal, undistracted task.
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CHAPTER I I
MZTHOD
Sub 1ects
The s ubj ects were 48 college students enrolled in
freshma n- a nd junior-level psychology classes at Austin
Peay Sta te University.

Initially the 16PF was admini-

stered as a class activity in several psychology classes.
Th e students were not aware that the 16PF was related in
any way to the experiment that took place sometime later.
Of t he 121 students who took the 16PF, 56 later volun-

t e ered to participate in a "learning" experiment for
extra credit in their class~

Of this number, 8 were

el i minated due to incomplete data, leaving 48 subjects
( 12 males. and 36 females.) who took the 16PF and then

participated in the study.
r anged from 18 to 47.

The ages. of the subjects

For purposes of statistical anal-

ysi s of the data, subjects were grouped according to
extraversion-introversion sten scores on the 16PF.
Following a median split the introvert scores ranged
from 0 .8 to 5.6 and extravert scores ranged from 5.8
to 9 . 2 .

To prevent experimenter bias, 16PF scores were

not matched with respons e time data until all subjects
had been t ested.
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Apparatus
The exp
a screen at

eye

subject, a slide

projectar,

c:tions and to

black r

th

table at

ubj

and electrode COl._c:tor •

The el

Uledes fed information

into an Offner t.ype JUI six-channel chart recorder which
recorded the subject's GSa, heart rate, and blood volume
(data to be used in another study) in addition to- the
subject's response on each item of the test.
The visual material consisted of 26 test items and
4 sample itema. taken from Te.at I and Test II of Cattell's
Culture Fair Intelligence Test.

These items had been.

made into slides and were projected on the screen in
front of the aubject.
A partition separated the subject from the chart
recorder, projector, and timer on the other· side of the

room; it also Covered the room's only window.
Procedure

Subiects signed up for testing appointments with
·ans available. When
both morninq and afternoon sessi ·
.
. tment the subiect was met at
reporting for his appoin
-~
After first washing his
the door by the experimenter.
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hands in a sink at the side of
seated at a desk .

the room, the subject was

He was then connected by means of

three e lectrodes and a photocell unit on the fingers of
his left ha nd and another plethysmograph measuring device
on his for ehe ad to the chart recorder.

The response box

was place d near his right hand, and headphones. were
placed over his ears.

Instructions were given via the

headph ones which remained in place throughout the experiment • .l\.fter the room was darkened, the experimenter
walked beh ind the screen, switched on the taped instruct ions, and began the projection of test items on the
screen.

Items remained in view until a response had

been recorded.

The experimenter recorded the subject~~

re&ponse time (amount of time between appearance of each
item and the response elicited by it) for each item on
the test.

A 5-second delay preceded the presentation

of t he next item after a response was made.

When the

subject completed the last test item, the experimenter
d
and recorded the
r e appeared, r emoved the elec t roes,
subject 's student number.
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CI:iAPT ER III

REsULTs
Performance accuracy was

not significantly differe nt for t he two groups,~ (47):: 1 • 22 , E.) .as. Extravert s made a mean score of 15.28 correct
i ntroverts did slightly less well wi· th

responses;

a mean score of

13.68 items correct (see Table 1).
The mean response time per item for introverts was
15.51 seconds while the mean response time for ex.tra-

verts was 16.63 seconds per item.

Therefore, across,

the 26. items on the test, the extraverts actually took
more time to respond_ than did the introverts, but the
difference was not statistically significant,

Q.2332 ~ E.)

t

(1, 48):

.os.

Item accuracy was inversely related to the amount
of time spent on the item.

All subjects except six

spent more time on incorrect responses than on correct
ones, and five of those subjects were introverts.

The

mean response time far correct answers was 13.21
seconds as compared to 21.23 seconds. for in~orrect ones,
.
. f ican
.
t di· fference , -E' (1, 48)
a signi

=108.6 7, 12..< .001.

There was a significan t difference between the
resp ons e times of introverts and extraverts when the
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answer give n wa s incorre ct with extraverts responding
more slowly ,~ Cl, 48):8 .. 97, 2..(

.oos.

This was not

the case when responses were correct (see Table 1).

Table l

Mean Response Times and Accuracy Scores
of Extraverts and Introverts
Variables

Extraverts

Introverts

16.61

15.51

correct items

13.21

13.2

L'1correct items

23.39

19.07

15.28

13.68

Response time per item
Response time

Number correct items
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CHAPTE:R IV
DISCUSSION

It would seem from the results obtained here that
Ey senck's inclusion of impulsivity within the framework
of the extraverted personality structure is. a gross oversimplification of the interactions of complex personality
vari ables.

If extraverts are also impulsives, then one

would expect them to respond quickly, certainly more
quickly than do the supposedly more cautious introverts,
even at the risk of responding incorrectly.
hap pen.

This did not

On the contrary, when unsure of the answer, the

extraverts actually took significantly longer to respond
than did the introverts working at the same task.

At

the same time, the accuracy scores of the two groups
we re practically identical.
Nor is the assumption that slower response time
correlates with greater accuracy supported.

The mean

score of all 48 subjects was 14.48 correct answers; the
10 slowest subjects average d 14 .s correct responses
·ects achieved a score of 14.1
while the 10 quickest SubJ
difference of more than 20
even though there was a
·tem .1.·n the mean response times of these 2
seconds per .l.
group s.
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Ma ny studies de al i ng with extraversion-introversion
,
r e s ponse time, a nd task performance have overlooked the
possibi l ity that experiment design, not personality
va r iab les, may account for the results.

By presenting

sema ntic tasks and by limiting response time, researchers
have either encouraged extraverts to respond more quickly
or have given them material which they process more
easily than do introverts.

These factors would account

for the generally faster response times usually recorded
for extraverts.

This study was designed to. eliminate

as far as possible those elements, leaving two uncontrolled variables:

the subject's personality and his

response (measured in both time and accuracy) to the
task.

s teps were taken to control as
variables as possible.

many intervening

Subjec.ts were told to take as

long as needed to answer . the tes.t i terns correctly in an
at tempt to eliminate the advantage extraverts have when
retrieval time is shor t •

Conceptual rather than seman-

. • te the advantage
. d the test
tic items comprise
· toe 1 imina
of extraverts when immediate-recogni•t·ion, fluency, and
ve r bal int elligence are involved. No feedback about
resp onse accuracy was avai·1 a ble during the test. The
test items f ollowed the previous response at 5-second
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interva ls without r eg ard t

o whether or not the item had

been answer ed c orrectly.

This was an attempt to reduce
subjective f eelings about su
ccess or failure which could
influence responses and response times.
In order to
r educe distractions, light noi
'
se, and movement were kept
at a minimal level since extravert
f
s per orrn better than
i ntroverts under distracting ci·rcum
· s t ances.
In view of the steps taken to prevent a biased
result and considering the data obtained, it is clear
that this study refutes the hypothesis that extraverts
ace quick-thinking, impulsive, and carefree while introverts are slow, cautious, and reflective.
certainly is not confirmed either.

The opposite

Instead an explana-

tion is needed for the quicker response times of introverts on incorrect i terns.

Eysenck's. cortical arousal

hypothesis may hold the key.

Already more highly aroused

than the extraverts, the introverts would possibly have
reached a level of extreme arousal when. faced with the
novel s.timuli of the laboratory (i ..e., being met by a
stranger at the door, having electrodes attached to their
body , responding to test i terns unf arniliar to th eml •
Th us i nstead of displaying their characteristic response
patter ns, t hey may have

responded defensively in an

o reduce the level of
unchar ac ter i s t ic manner t
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stimulation .

I n accordance with the hypothesis of differ-

entia l ar ousal levels, introverted subjects may actually
have f ound t he testing situation to be aversive and may
have

been responding more quickly than usual to get

finished with the task.

On the other hand, the extra-

verted subjects with their lower level of arousal may
have been enjoying the stimulation provided by their
session in the laboratory, and this. additional stimulation may have actually aided them to perform at or near
their optimal performance level.
Future research should possibly focus on perso~ality
types as fluid, not static, categories based on factor
interaction and situational variables ..
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